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About This Content

About the Update
Sisters in Arms is an official update to Craft the World that features new characters, special items, weapons, and decor, as well

as creatures with new abilities.

Primary features:
● New characters: Female dwarves. The hard-working dwarves will be joined by their charming sisters in arms. Female

dwarves have a little less health than their male counterparts, but their movement speed is significantly higher. They will defend
the shelter and explore the dungeons along with the male dwarves.

●Pets: We’ve made two kinds of pets for you that can be called upon to hunt pests, guard the dwarves’ home, and protect their
masters. Having a pet also significantly increases your comfort level.

●Mobile equipment: The dwarves have become more self-sufficient and now use temporary ladders without waiting for the
player’s help if they can’t reach a certain spot. They also have access to parachutes that allow them to jump from high places

without getting hurt.
● Defensive weapons: Dwarves armed with shields receive additional armor and can sometimes block attacks completely, but

their speed is also slightly reduced. Several kinds of shields of various weights and armor levels are available in the DLC.
● When you zoom out on the map, resource-gathering locations will be marked with their corresponding icons. This will make

it much easier to find the resource you need on the map.
● New dwarven defensive equipment: The mechanized catapult is effective against large groups of monsters and deals damage

to an area from long range.
● In this update you will gain access to various panels for finishing walls. Keep in mind that you can choose their appearance

with a click just like stucco.
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● Wine casks that have been placed will occasionally generate bottles of wine that have several useful features.
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Title: Craft The World - Sisters in Arms
Genre: Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Dekovir Entertainment
Release Date: 4 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: 2.0 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,Russian,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese
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Best Adventure Time game I've played yet. I really dig the art style and how the world is laid out. Combat is fun, switching
characters is too. I love all the little nods crammed in here towards the show as well. Also, it's the cheapest AT game at $8. If
you're a fan, you can't go wrong.. It's a boring game. I really wish that AT would create a game that is as good as the show........
A good, fairly quick stealth game with a few minor control quibbles.

First, the stealth is very clean. All sight lines from guards, cameras and sentry guns are always present. You also see how far
noise travels when anything makes noise. Guard patrols tend to be short so you can figure out patterns quickly. Distractions,
especially thrown objects, are kind of finicky. I greatly disliked the throw controls on my 360 controller. It just felt unintuitive.

Even though many levels are quite large, they are usually totally linear. They are more like a puzzle with a single solution. Avoid
guards. Move friendly NPCs where they need to be. Sometimes you need to put out fires. Usually cameras and sentry guns need
to be shut down.

Later in the game you encounter boss battles that are unnecessary but not too difficult.

It has very limited replayability as the levels are linear and there are only 2 endings based on a single binary decision.

. Waiting for the Game of the Year edition to come out.. I thought this was going to be the most childish game ever, but it
definitely has a place for the adults. It's a mix of Tetris and Tower Defense and while there is no leveling up your towers or even
selling your towers for that matter, this game comes off as strategic and enjoyable. I liked it and while it isn't the best tower
defense game out there, it is easily worth the cost it is asking for. If you haven't played this yet, fire it up. It'll take you 3 hours
max to beat and if you are a player who plays in small increments (get a few games in while dinner is on, in-between work,
whatever), play this. It's good.. AWESOME!!!! One thing I don't like is when you die you have to go back a level. Out of 10 I
would give this a 8!

8/10
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Love it already and bought it today, make sure to join my group MXGP compact U.K, everyone welcome and looking for some
riders :D. I tried to play it without any vr head set and the controls are way too clumsy to be playable... and there are lots of bugs
- most of the objects enter the wall and objects get stuck in other objects... the voice acting is also not successful... the story is
interesting however the gameplay is tortured... not recommended.... I generally go into Tower Defense games with a negative
attitude, expecting them to either be boring, broken, uninspired or just plain unfun. I shouldn't like Go Home Dinosaurs!, but I
do. It's about as basic as a Tower Defense game gets, but it just clicks. The levels aren't always obviously easy or frustratingly
difficult. The towers are interesting and you get to fight dinosaurs.
I still don't recommend this at full price, but if you enjoy Tower Defense, then pick this up when it goes on sale.. Nice no-
nonsense 2½D scrolling platformer that doesn't try to be anything but a good casual game.

The graphics aren't the most polished but the tune is catchy and the puzzles are nice with a few twists. I'm not certain that I
agree with the comments that say that the game is a Sonic rip-off, although it could look like it initially.

The price is quite reasonable all things considered.. As a parent, my kids found Go Home Dinosaurs on U-tube, after watching
lots of otherwise mostly educational dinosaur videos. If you can get the game on sale, you will get it at $2.50 - then I need 3
copies because I like to vet the games first - then little brother CANNOT miss out on what big brother has. Anyway this game
has been very good value for the kids.

"Tower defense" is the proper name for this type of game - that means stop the baddies reaching your castle/home/nest- or in
this case barbecue. The baddies in this game are cutsie dinosaurs. The kids earn coins during the game which they can spend in
the in-game shop (no real money changes hands) mostly to buy new outfits for their character. The shop keeper is comic - I was
really caught on the back foot when my son asked what moustache wax was - he had heard "shoppy" say that that was not for
sale!

I used to be quite an accomplished Gamer back when everything was coin operated - not so much now. I disagree with those that
say this game is "easy" and "basic". It can get quite hard, and my kids did get frustrated at points, retrying the same level (they
DO have the choice to just go play another level, which is great). It was interesting to see strategies emerge - you can let
dinosaurs reach your barbie twice - only on the the third time do you lose the level. One of my sons rigorously defends his
barbecue from all-comers. My other son concentrates on building his defences and only goes all out to defend the barbie on the
third time around.

Another tower defence game that a lot of kids play is plants versus zombies. Both games have their merits - and PVZ is certainly
a lot more well known. I would say Go Home Dinosaurs is a lot more parent-acceptable.

This game will keep them entertained for hours during those cold winter months (I write this from Australia) until we actually
start having real barbecues again. I recommend it. PS Parents should play as well - yeah, like you have any free time ...
. Neat little mash up of Tower Defense and Tetris. It feels like Plant vs Zombies but has winding lanes. If you can get this for a
decent price go for it.. I picked the game up on sale. The trailer shows you what to expect for the most part, a simple, chill
puzzle game. The music is particularly good and the graphics are colorful, along with a story and full voice-acting to make it
more than just a points-based game. Simple up,down,left,right controls and some abilities to make the puzzles more immersive
and challenging. I'm glad I picked it up.
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